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Welcome to International Communications! I am excited to have the 

opportunity to work with each of you this semester.  I am currently a Ph.D. 

student here at Penn State, but am originally from the Pittsburgh area.  I hope 

to learn more about each of you during our class meetings and I especially love 

to bake (I will bring you cookies periodically).  COMM410 delves into an 

interesting array of topics that I think you will enjoy. Each week will present a 

new set of concepts related to the flow of media images and products across 

international borders with an emphasis on “the role of international media in 

communication among (and between) nations and people.” 

 

Caveat: You may encounter ideas and thoughts in this course you may not 

agree with or that may challenge your current beliefs. Understand that this is 

part of the strategy behind the course design – to challenge you -- as we seek 

to engage alternative and opposing perspectives.  Developing critical 

consciousness does not mean to reject the mass media, its messages, and 

minders (people who work within the mass media) within reductive 

arguments that view them all as “simple,” “evil,” or part of “conspiracy 

theories”; rather, critical consciousness means to actively engage the mass 

media, their messages, and their minders in ways that recognize the power 

they possess, giving them the respect and consideration they deserve, while 

providing honest and thoughtful criticism so as to promote and produce 

social awareness, civic improvements, and universal social justice.  

As the PSU course schedule indicates, COMM410 is designed to be a 

complement to COMM419, World Media Systems, which is a “comparative 

study of modern media systems of mass communications in selected foreign 

countries.”  

 

While COMM410 will address similarities and differences between nations’ 

media systems, it will be within the context of a larger focus on the cross-

border flow of media and its influence on culture, politics, economics, 

technology, and globalization.  

 

Instructor:  

 
Janelle Applequist 
Instructor 

College of Communications 

Office: 205 James Building 

(downtown right above the 

Daily Collegian) 

  

Office Hours:  

Mondays 10:00-11:00am 

in my office (205 James 

Building) 

   

Email:  

Please email me through 

the course ANGEL site 

only. 

 
I will acknowledge receipt of an 

e-mail within 24 hours, and will 

respond within 48 hours.  I 

reserve the right to not 

respond to student e-mails 

during the weekend. 

 
*This syllabus contains the 

scheduling information you 

will need to successfully 

navigate this course. If you 

have any questions regarding 

the class schedule, please 

check the syllabus first. 

*If any changes are made to 

the schedule, I will announce 

them via email and in class! 

 



Specifically, during this course you will have a chance to critically explore questions, such as: 

 

 Why do we in the United States know what we think we know about the rest of the world?  

 Why is our worldview so different than that of citizens of other countries?  

 What is the effect of the rapid globalization of media on the world economy and other cultures?  

 What is the relevance of international borders in light of rapid advances in new communications 

technologies?  

 Is information - an important resource in an interdependent world - fairly distributed among 

peoples and nations? If not, why and what can be done, if anything, to remedy the situation?  

 What role do the media play in world affairs, especially in foreign policy decision making and in 

fostering international understanding?  

 To what extent do the media exacerbate international conflict or can they be used to reduce 

conflict? 

 

What You Will Be Able to Do After Completing this Course (Learning Objectives): 

 

Through the course readings, online discussions, writing, and exams, you should develop the tools to 

become more sophisticated consumers of international media. You should learn to critically evaluate 

global issues and the policies that are suggested as solutions. Throughout the course, you will be 

challenged to question how your views of the world have been constructed through media and how 

these views may be shaped differently for people in other countries.  

 

I believe that studying international communications can be an eye-opening and rewarding experience. 

Some of the ongoing rewards you will receive after completing COMM410 include: 

 

1. Understanding the diversity of national and international audiences. 

2. Understanding the present nature of international communications in light of the recent 

history of the field and its beginnings during the 20th century. 

3. Thinking creatively, independently, critically, and clearly. 

4. Understanding communications theories relevant to international communications and 

being able to apply them to concrete examples. 

5. Writing in an interesting, organized, concise, clear, and grammatically correct manner 

6. Demonstrating an understanding of the social, cultural, political, economic, and 

technological framework that influences and is influenced by international communications. 

7. Understanding how developed and developing nations relate to each other in the overall 

global context. 

 

Required Readings: 

There is no required textbook for this course. All required readings and videos will be loaded into the 

ANGEL course site, with readings available up to one week in advance for those who would like to get an 

early start on the next week’s topic.  I suggest bringing all of your readings to class for your own 

reference, and all required readings and film viewings should be completed by Sunday evening, prior 

to the week of class.  This way, you will be prepared in advance for all topics we cover, as I may deem it 

necessary to refer to multiple readings in one class period.  

 

 



 

 

Current Events and News: 

There are very often relevant current events and issues in the news during the course that tie in with 

core concepts that we are discussing week to week. I encourage you to infuse your discussions with 

these current news events throughout the semester. Some helpful, accessible sources include: 

The New York Times and USA Today (available in free hard copies to students at University Park) 

Major TV and Radio news (MSNBC, CNN, FOX, NPR, BBC, Al Jazeera, SCOLA) 

Political satire news programs such as The Colbert Report and The Daily Show 

 

When choosing your news sources, feel free to vary your choices. Do you usually have one, favorite 

news source? Read/view another to get a different perspective. Read the same story in a variety of 

sources and note the differences in coverage. Do programs like The Daily Show or The Colbert Report 

trivialize important political and economic issues or do they make them more accessible? Discuss this in 

light of relevant topics addressed on such programs.  

 

 

Course Requirements & Evaluation Criteria: 

 

A) Exams 

The First Exam will take place in class on September 27th  
The Second Exam will take place in class on November 1st  
The Third Exam will take place on in class on December 13th 
 

All will be in class and take the full period (50 minutes). Each exam will be comprised of multiple-choice 

questions pertaining to any and all course-related work (readings, lectures, handouts, chat activities, in-

class discussions, films, etc.) engaged up to that point.  There is no “final” in COMM 410, but you will 

have a third exam during the end of the semester.  Exams are not cumulative, meaning that: 

- The first exam will cover weeks 1-5.  
- The second midterm will cover weeks 6-10.   
- The third exam covers weeks 11-15. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B) Weekly Summary Posts  

Participation in the discussions related to the subject matter of this course will figure into your 

assessment. Throughout the semester, we will be engaging topics and ideas that will call for you to 

share your perspectives with the class. There will be two official forums for this – in class and online via 

our course webpage at: 

https://www.yammer.com/psu.edu/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=2216153.  This site is 

where you will be posting your required weekly summaries. Please see instructions for posts and a 

grading rubric on Angel. 

Your grade will be based on the quality of your articulations, engagement with other posts, and 
consistency of your participation in this realm, not solely on the quantity.  

 

(REMEMBER!  Summary Posts are due every Friday at 9:00am on the course Yammer 
page! 

 

C)  Research Paper/Writing Assignment 

 

You will be required to write a research paper based on important concepts learned throughout the 

course.  This paper is due the final week of classes.  You are to examine a local issue from your 

hometown and trace it to its larger implications for international communications.  I suggest you begin 

working on this assignment early, as it is considered a research paper that will require some time.  

Please see Angel for a thorough assignment description and rubric.  The assignment is due in hard copy 

at the beginning of class on Friday, December 13.  E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

 

D)  Class Attendance Policy 

 

IMPORTANT:  Class attendance in COMM 410 is HIGHLY ENCOURAGED.  We will be engaging in 

important discussions that will generate a significant portion of your exam questions.  Please keep in 

mind that class participation counts for 75 points toward your final course grade.  Also, if I see you are 

putting forth a solid effort in class, I will be more willing to accommodate your requests to meet with me 

closer to exam time.  IF YOU MISS THREE OR MORE LECTURES, IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT 

YOU DROP THE CLASS.  I will not regurgitate lectures during my office hours – it is your responsibility to 

make a friend in class and get their notes.  YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR OBTAINING CLASS MATERIALS, 

NOTES, ANNOUNCEMENTS, ETC. IF YOU ARE ABSENT. 

Early in the semester, I will assign you a specific country.  Throughout the semester, it will be your 

responsibility to keep up with the current events of that country and offer questions raised in class 

through that particular lens.  For example, when deconstructing a news report in class, I may ask what 

“Cuba’s” perception would be of the economic details provided in the story.  Your participation in this 

simulation will comprise a large part of your participation grade throughout the semester. 

 

E) Extra Credit Opportunities  

 

Periodically, extra credit opportunities may be offered as a means of augmenting low exam grades.   

https://www.yammer.com/psu.edu/%23/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=2216153


 

Semester Grading Breakdown: 

ASSIGNMENT POINT 

VALUE 

Weekly Summary Posts 

15 Weeks, Each Week is worth 15 Points 

225 

Exam 1 200 

Exam 2 200 

Exam 3 200 

Final Paper 100 

Participation in Class Discussions 75 

Total Points 1000 

 

 

Grades will be determined by the total points you’ve earned during the semester, and the grade 

distribution will be as follows: 

 

 

I do not curve grades. I do, however, make every effort to be fair in grading, and I expect you to put forth your best 

effort for each assessment, assignment, class day, and project.   If your grade is not as high as you would like it to 

be, remedy that early in the semester, when something can be done, and not at the end, when it is potentially too 

late. Contact me if you have questions regarding your grade, and I will be glad to talk with you.  

 

***If you have questions about any of these course elements as we progress through the semester,  

do not hesitate to ask me. Please do not wait until it is late in the semester  

to seek clarification about something that is puzzling you. *** 

  

 

 

 

A 910-1000 Points  B- 800-809 

A- 900-909   C 700-799 

B+ 890-899   D 650-699 

B 810-889   F 649 and below 



Course Policies 
 

These policies are important to me and to the smooth flow of the course. Please read these carefully 

and do your best to adhere to them. 

 

Late Assignments and Make-Up Exam Policy 

 

 IF DISCUSSION BOARD POSTS ARE SUBMITTED LATE, YOU WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE GRADED 

FROM A HALF-CREDIT SCALE.   

 Your comparative writing analysis grade will be deducted by 20% every day that it is late.   

 In the case of exam days, if an emergency arises, you will be required to meet with me prior to 

scheduling a make-up exam.  You will also be required to provide me with the completed form 

found at this site:  at http://www.psu.edu/oue/aappm/classabs.pdf. 

 If you have an issue (i.e. personal, medical, etc.), please meet with me.  In necessary cases, I will 

work with students to help them succeed in terms of making up late assignments for partial 

credit.    

 

Netiquette 

 

Please be respectful when commenting on your course-mates’ posts. The discussion board should 

definitely be a place of debate and even dissent, but your arguments should always be constructive, 

based on course information and other relevant data, and never, ever personal.  Also, please use proper 

salutations and grammar when emailing your course-mates or myself. Feel free to call me Janelle or 

Miss Applequist rather than “professor”, etc. 

A couple of helpful netiquette websites are: 

http://email.about.com/od/emailnetiquette/tp/core_netiquette.htm 

http://www.albion.com/netiquette/corerules.html 

 

Academic Integrity 

 

Academic integrity is the pursuit of scholarly and creative activity in an open, honest, and responsible 

manner, free from fraud or deception, and is an educational objective of the College of Communications 

and the university. Cheating, including plagiarism, falsification of research data, using the same 
assignment for more than one class, turning in someone else’s work, or passively allowing others to 

copy your work, will result in academic penalties at the discretion of the instructor, and may result in the 

grade of “XF” (failed for academic dishonesty) being put on your permanent transcript. In serious cases 

it could also result in suspension or dismissal from the university. As students studying communication, 

you should understand and avoid plagiarism (presenting the work of others as your own).  
 

A discussion of plagiarism, with examples, can be found at: 

http://tlt.its.psu.edu/suggestions/cyberplag/cyberplagstudent.html. 
 

The rules and policies regarding academic integrity should be reviewed by every student, and can be 

found online at: 
www.psu.edu/ufs/policies/47-00.html#49-20, and in the College of Communications document, 

“Academic Integrity Policy and Procedures.”  

 

http://www.psu.edu/oue/aappm/classabs.pdf
http://email.about.com/od/emailnetiquette/tp/core_netiquette.htm
http://www.albion.com/netiquette/corerules.html


Any student with a question about academic integrity or plagiarism is strongly encouraged to discuss it 

with his or her instructor.  

 

Note to Students with Disabilities  

 

Penn State welcomes students with disabilities into the University's educational programs. Every Penn 

State campus has an office for students with disabilities. The Office for Disability Services (ODS) Web site 

provides contact information for every Penn State campus: http://equity.psu.edu/ods/dcl. For further 

information, please visit the Office for Disability Services Web site: http://equity.psu.edu/ods.  

 

In order to receive consideration for reasonable accommodations, you must contact the appropriate 

disability services office at the campus where you are officially enrolled, participate in an intake 

interview, and provide documentation: http://equity.psu.edu/ods/guidelines. If the documentation 

supports your request for reasonable accommodations, your campus’s disability services office will 

provide you with an accommodation letter. Please share this letter with your instructors and discuss the 

accommodations with them as early in your courses as possible. You must follow this process for every 

semester that you request accommodations. 

 

Personal Communication Devices  

Use of cell phones and other personal communication devices or programs in the classroom during class 

time is strictly prohibited. You will be asked to leave for the day if you engage in such practices. 

Repeated offenses will affect your participation grade.  Make sure these devices are turned off prior to 

entering the classroom.   

Food and Beverages 

Food and drinks are prohibited in the classroom as a result of past experience with crumbs, spills, and 

left garbage.  Eat and get your caffeine before you come to class. You will be asked to dispose of any 

food items found in class, and asked to leave if you are found consuming them during class time. Water 

will be allowed on a trial basis; if garbage is left or spills occur, it will consequently also be prohibited; 

i.e. drink responsibly. Likewise, you will be expected to dispose of any newspapers or other materials in 

your vicinity as you exit class, leaving the room in the best shape possible for the next class session. 

Please take pride in your actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://equity.psu.edu/ods/dcl
http://equity.psu.edu/ods
http://equity.psu.edu/ods/guidelines


Course Schedule 

 
This course schedule will change (i.e. added or deleted content, thematic changes depending on international 

climate, etc.). Please watch your ANGEL email for announcements concerning updates to the syllabus.  

 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
(Weeks 1-5) 

 
I suggest bringing all of your readings to class for your own reference, and all required readings and film 

viewings should be completed by Sunday evening, prior to the week of class. 
REMEMBER!  One summary post is due every Friday at 9:00am on the course Yammer 

page! 
 

Week 1: August 26-30  

Introduction to the Big Picture – Critical Thinking and International Communications 

 “Common Informal Fallacies” {A} 

 Tracey Ore. (2000). “Critical Thinking” ANGEL = {A} 
 

 

Week 2: September 2-6 (Labor Day Monday, September 2 – NO CLASS) 

Introduction to the historical development of international communication networks  

 Thussu – Introduction, Chapter 1: 1-39 Angel {A} 

 Palmer, Allen. (2002). “Following the Paths of Global Communication.” Global 
Communication. Yahya R. Kamalipour (ed.) Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1-20. {A} 

 

 

Week 3: September 9-13 

Theorizing international communications 

 Madikiza, L. & Bornman, Elirea. (2007). “International Communication: shifting paradigms, 
theories and foci of interest.” {A} 

 

 

Week 4: September 16-20   

Theorizing international communications (part two) 

 Lull, James. (2000) “Hegemony” Media, Communication, Culture: A Global Approach. 2nd ed. 
New York: Columbia University Press, 48-59. {A} 



 Downing, John D.H. (2006). “Drawing a Bead on Global Communication Theories.” Global 
Communication. Yahya R. Kamalipour (ed.) Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 22-38.   

 

 

 Week 5: September 23-27 

 Film:  Inside Job (in-class Monday and Wednesday) 
 

FIRST EXAM: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH DURING CLASS TIME 

 

 

POWER IN GLOBALIZATION, WAR AND MEDIA 
(Weeks 6 - 10) 

 
Week 6: September 30 – October 4    

Power, International Influence, and Neoliberalism 

 Film:  Life and Debt  (in class) 

 Shah, A. (2007).  The WTO and Free Trade {A} 

 Klein, N. (2005) The Rise of Disaster Capitalism {A} 
 
 
 

Week 7: October 7-11 

Globalization 

 Kahn, Richard & Kellner, D. (2004). “New Media and Internet Activism: From the Battle of 
Seattle to Blogging” {A} 

 Watch and Comment on this VoiceThread:  http://psu.voicethread.com/share/3576386/ 

 
 
 

 de Sousa Santos, Boaventura “Globalizations” in Theory, Culture & Society, ISSN 0263-2764, 
05/2006, Volume 23, Issue 2-3, pp. 393 - 399 {A} 

 Guest Lecture Monday, October 7th (Jeffrey Masko) 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Week 8: October 14-18 

 Media in the Post-9/11 Political Environment 

 Luther, Catherine. “Representations of Arabs/Arab Americans.” {A} 

http://psu.voicethread.com/share/3576386/
http://psu.summon.serialssolutions.com/link/0/eLvHCXMwRZ2xCgIxDIY7OMpt56ogNxZam7bp4nJ4CK6Kcy9NNp_NyVfxeYyi-A4h3xdI8huzieRRWsq-Bi1hzsEDO1JwJCwgNfxOxT67T8t_k5p6c5kO5_FovzkAlpT-aBF2PqBAzr5QJVaKMhOIOIaoQpEEXZtdZAkAtagzpvdbLjUfRxgFwsosdJbmrrv3z2E9Do_t6XbdQ3sBFOIpNg
http://psu.summon.serialssolutions.com/link/0/eLvHCXMwRZ2xCgIxDIY7OMpt56ogNxZam7bp4nJ4CK6Kcy9NNp_NyVfxeYyi-A4h3xdI8huzieRRWsq-Bi1hzsEDO1JwJCwgNfxOxT67T8t_k5p6c5kO5_FovzkAlpT-aBF2PqBAzr5QJVaKMhOIOIaoQpEEXZtdZAkAtagzpvdbLjUfRxgFwsosdJbmrrv3z2E9Do_t6XbdQ3sBFOIpNg
http://psu.summon.serialssolutions.com/search?s.dym=false&s.q=Author%3A%22de+Sousa+Santos%2C+Boaventura%22


 Vincent, Richard. (2006).  “Global Communication and Propaganda” Global Communication. 
Yahya R. Kamalipour (ed.) Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 232-270. {A} 

 Guest Lecture Wednesday, October 16th (Jennifer Hoewe) 

 Guest Lecture Friday, October 18th (Dunja Antunovic) 
 

 

Week 9: October 21-25 

War and Media 

 Bamford, James (2005). “The Man Who Sold the War.” Rolling Stone, 988, 52-62. {A} 

 Parry, Robert (2003) “America’s Matrix” The Consortium News. {A} 

 Prochnau, W. (2005). The Military and the Media. pp.310-331. {A} 

 Film: Why We Fight (in class)  
 

 

Week 10: October 28 – November 1    

Health Care in the United States and Internationally 

 U.S. Health Care Costs – Kaiser {A} 

 Squires, David A (05/01/2012). "Explaining high health care spending in the United States: an 
international comparison of supply, utilization, prices, and quality". Issue brief 
(Commonwealth Fund) (1558-6847), 10, p. 1. {A} 

 REMINDER:  WRITING ASSIGNMENT DUE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13 IN HARD COPY AT THE 
BEGINNING OF CLASS.  (See instructions and rubric on Angel page)  E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
 

SECOND EXAM: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1ST DURING CLASS TIME 

 

 

 

 
 
 

REVISITING GLOBALIZATION, COPORATE POWER AND CULTURE 
(Weeks 11 -15 ) 

 
 

 Week 11: November 4-8 



Corporate Power 

 Parenti, Michael. (1993). “Objectivity and Government Manipulation.” Inventing Reality: The 
Politics of the News Media. 2nd ed. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 33-69. 

 Film: The Corporation (in class)  

 

Week 12: November 11-15   

Cultural Industries 

 Twitchell, James B. “The Work of Adcult.” {A} 

 Artz (2002). “Animating Hierarchy: Disney and the Globalization of Capitalism” 

 Film:  No Logo (watch online at: https://streaming.psu.edu/media/?movieId=11975 – you will 
need to log in on the libraries website with your PSU ID first) 

 Guest Lecture Friday, November 15th (Karina Kim) 

 

 

Week 13: November 18-22   

Cultural Industries continued 

 Elavsky – United as One: Live 8 and the Politics of the Global Music Media Spectacle {A} 

  “Compassionate Consumerism” –Kuehn {A} 

 Film: Africa: Open for Business (in class) 
 

 

November 24-30 (THANKSGIVING BREAK – NO CLASSES) 

 REMINDER:  WRITING ASSIGNMENT DUE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13 IN HARD COPY AT THE 
BEGINNING OF CLASS.  (See instructions and rubric on Angel page)  E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 14: December 2-6 
  
Global Citizenship: Principles, practices, and potential 

 Shoumatoff, Alex. (2007, July). The Lazarus Effect Vanity Fair 563, 156-161, 221-223. {A} 

https://streaming.psu.edu/media/?movieId=11975
https://cms.psu.edu/section/content/Default.asp?WCI=pgDisplay&WCU=CRSCNT&ENTRY_ID=31AAD0CF62DB4B9D934BD5A3CE3A00F9


 HBO’s Lazarus Effect Documentary (online at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l16YH6xCN4c&wide=1) (in class) 

 Junger, Sebastion. (2007, July). Enter China, the Giant. Vanity Fair 563, 126-138. {A} 

 Guest Lecture Monday, December 2nd (Kelly Chernin) 

THIRD EXAM:  FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th DURING CLASS TIME 

  

Week 15: December 9-13 (final week of class)  

Global Citizenship: Principles, practices, and potential 

 Jensen, Robert. (2004). Citizens of the Empire: The Struggle to Claim Our Humanity. San 
Francisco: City Lights Books. 1-53, 123-135. {A} 

 WRITING ASSIGNMENT DUE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13 IN HARD COPY AT THE 
BEGINNING OF CLASS.  (See instructions and rubric on Angel page)  E-MAIL 
SUBMISSIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

 
 
**This course schedule is designed to provide you with a clear and concise overview of course topics 

and important academic dates for both course related activities and University deadlines. 

 
Course readings and lesson activities/material will be available in the Lessons Section of the course 

ANGEL site as prescribed by the syllabus. However, this schedule is subject to change. Any changes to 

the course schedule or course content will be announced via email.  
 

The keys to success for all of us regarding this course are engagement, participation, and 

communication. Feedback and input between and amongst us is a necessary component 

towards that success and can only occur if everyone is actively involved. If you have any 

problems, questions, concerns, etc. in relation to this course, its content, structure and/or 

assignments, please speak out as soon as possible so we can get them resolved. I appreciate and 

look forward to the opportunity to work with you this semester and welcome you to the realm 

of international communication studies. If you honestly do your part in this course, I promise you 

you’ll never see your world in the same light again. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l16YH6xCN4c&wide=1

